TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

C 1/4 COR. 11 T 2S R 10 W., WM.

HISTORICAL:
A-860
B-454
A-532
B-562
A-1718

CONDITION
DISTURBED
FOUND:
2" Iron Pipe - 12" high and 3 feet east of C 1/4 corner
Position. This Iron Pipe was set by TIC (RS 267) was proportioned in 1970.

I found 2" unplugged iron pipe at C 1/4 corner position - 22" deep. This pipe was set prior to 1970 by an unknown party. I checked the position of the unplugged pipe by using TIC bearing trees (S. Map A-2056) and found the position of the C 1/4 corner fell within the 2" diameter of the iron pipe.

I found a portion of a spruce limb with an axed point, but no scribe marks.

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

I set 2" Dia. x 18" length iron pipe - 2" below ground surface in concrete tile filled with concrete at B.T. position (Map - A-2056)

84" Hat Section
N89°2'E
267 FEET

NEW ACCESSORY:

COMMENTS:

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

GEO W. URREY

GALE ARTHUR

DAN MCNUTT

DATE: 

PHOTO: 

* = County corner tag affixed.
TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

DATE: 11/11/70

CENTER COR. 1T 2S R 10 W., WM.

HISTORICAL: MAP A-860  MAP A-1718
B-562
A-2056

CONDITION
FOUND: Set by Proportion

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

* Found this point removed from its original position 1/17/70

SET 2" Iron pipe 4" high, w/ aluminum cap in concrete

NEW ACCESSORY:
2" Service School mark N10°47' W 68.5 C/4 BT
Located on west edge of creek

4" Service School mark S42°23' W 133.65' X 8 T

IN THE PRESENCE OF: AL Duncan
George Arthur

DATE: December 1970 PHOTO:

TITLE: